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Lockwood Seeks New
System of Governance

President Lockwood supported a representative governance system in
his speech yesterday.

Nixon to Reveal
Troop Withdrawal
President Richard M. Nixon will
announce this morning the withdrawal of an undisclosed number of
troops from Vietnam the White
House said Monday;
"Temporary suspension of the
. draft for an unspecified time this
fall" may accompany the pullout,
according to an article by Richard
Halloran on the front page of
the New York Times Sunday.
The Nixon move was seen by
the Times as an attempt to undermine political opposition to the
war.
The Suspension was reported to
be the first phase of a Nixon plan
to reform the Selective Service
System which would:
•"Conscript
only 19-year-old
men once the draft is resumed,
*"Send to Vietnam only enlistees, professional soldiers and
those draftees who volunteered for
service there."
The Times article was based on
information obtained from an independent 'critic of the war who
said he had a channel of communication into the Administration's
top level. Halloran said the Administration had no comment on
the report.
The critic observed that the
announcement was contrived to
undermine domestic war opposition while making no changes in
the present course of the conflict.
He defended the report as reasonable in that anit-war groups are
planning a nationwide moratorium
in schools at all levels on October
15. According to the Times informant, the draft reform and troop
withdrawal is aimed at easing the
tension the President feels building with this movement.
Halloran said that high Administration officials called the report
of draft suspension and reform
"most misleading." Admitting the
Administrations disfavor with the
present system, officials said however that they could not move as
fast as the report noted.
According to the Times article,
" Pentagon sources called the proposal
for
an all-volunteer
Army in Vietnam 'ridiculous,' contending that not even a 250,000
man Army, half the present force,
could be supported there solely
by volunteers." Other sources
were said to have reaffirmed that

a volunteer army is an objective
of the Administration and that procedures to place volunteers first,
are being considered.
Speculation concerning the Administration's future policy arose
from the cease fire confusion and
the President's secret meeting
with principal advisors on Vietnam
Saturday. The last of a long line
of reports came from Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky who said that
the United States would withdraw
40,500 troops by the end of November and possibly 200,000 by
the end of 1970.

In his Monday afternoon Convocation address, President Theodore Lockwood asked that the
College work toward a new system
of governance.
"I incline toward a deliberative
body with authority to review any
question of general College
policy," said the President. "To
arrive at recommendations which
can enjoy the respect of the entire
community," he continued, "it must
have representatives from all the
members of that community: faculty, students, administrative officers, staff and alumni."
Trustees should not be included,
Lockwood argued, for two reasons.
First, he remarked that the Board,
functions best when it receives
"recommendations which have had
full review by all campus groups."
The belief that the Board must
avoid the "pressure for constant
involvement" was the President's
second reason.
Lockwood began his speech with
a critique of the College's present
governance system. Lockwood
claimed that parallel structures
like the student Senate, the faculty
conference, and an administrative
cabinet succeed only when "concerns are clearly separable or the
aim is to elicit preliminary recommendations." The structures fail,
he added, when they refuse to enter
negotiations prior to a final decision. He also attacked the belief
that a clear division of responsibility among constituencies is possible, calling it "impractical and
absurd."
"For these reasons," the

Community Center Head
Calls for 'Power Base'
The Trinity Interaction Center
The center will also assist stuhas a new name but it will begin dents who wish independent study
its second year with Its original and research on the Hartford Compurpose, " making people aware of munity, Searle said. He commented
the problems of Hartford."
that several students were studying
William S. Searle '70, chairman aspects of city life including racof the Trinity Community Action ism and a general study of the
Center, predicted in an interview problems of urban areas. Searle
last week that the new College cur- said the center will also encourage
riculum would enable the center a student-taught course on the polito increase the scope of its acti- tical and social problems of the
vities. Under the new curriculum, city. The Seminar Program will
he explained, students partici- strengthen ties with the Hartford
pating in community assistance School system and open the posprograms will be eligible ior acad- sibility of using College students
emic credit. This year's programs as teaching assistants, Searle said.
The Center also plans to involve
will reflect "a philosophy more people
local political campaigns.
oriented toward giving aid to com- Searle inestimated
over fifty
munity groups to develop their own students would workthat
for candidates
power bases," according to Searle. in Hartford's mayoral
campaign.
"It's nice to tutor and everything,
Working with pre-release inbut we're only here four years.
The people who live here can mates from Hartford's Seyms
see these problems. If they have Street Jail, a program begun last
the power they can help themselves year, will be continued, Searle
overcome these problems", he said, "We want to involve more
Trinity students with the problems
noted.
Searle suggested that students Hartford through first hand conmight assist community groups tact with the problems, not just
with the research and legwork through books," the center's chair• .
.
need to develop and run pro- man stated.
grams in their areas.
The center is governed by a
Programs currently in operation 12 member board of students,
include the Trinity Seminar pro- faculty and administrators. The
gram,, which will give juniors and board coordinates and advises volseniors one credit to design and unteers working in the various
...-•'.teach a seminar course for Hart- programs.
ford High School students. Searle
"We will g:\'e as much assistcommented that he expected more ance as possible to any community
than the thirty students who part- group that desires it," he said.
icipated in the program last year " We also want to help any student
to conduct courses this year.
who wants to develop a program."

President concluded, "there must
be some centralization and there
must be an authentic arena in
which decision-making occurs."
Lockwood pointed as well to
three troubling aspects of the Trinity College Council: the difficulty
of discerning academic from nonacademic issues; the Council's advisory status; and the fear that
TCC members do not represent
their constituencies. According to
the President, "no system of governance can long survive such reservations about the responsiveness of its deliberations."
"Our problem," said Lockwood,
"is to have a system of governance
that assures the orderly consideration and periodic review of the

College's policies and that respects the various responsibilities
of trustees, faculty, students and
administration."
Building such a system, he emphasized, will demand compromise
on all sides. The President has
asked for recommendations from
both faculty and students.
"There is a profound reason for
our concern," Lockwood stated at
the close of hisaddress."Oricampuses we must reaffirm our faith
in democracy at a time when democracy seems beset by issues
which tempt some to assume that
heroic dictatorship by the right or
left would improve the situation,"
he concluded.

AFROTC Situation
Remains in Doubt
Faculty Decision ^waited
by William LaPlante

Nearly five months after the
Trinity College Council and the
college community voted on the
question of the College's AFROTC
program the situation remains far
from being officially decided.
A proposal which would allow
ROTC cadets to substitute regular
college courses for some of the
courses now given by the Department of Aerospace studies must
, be approved by the Curriculum
Committee, the faculty, and the
Air Force before it can replace
the current program.
Last May the TCG voted 7 to 5
to recommend, termination of the
ROTC contract- with the Air Force
because of the connection between ,
the program and the total Selective Service System. In its report
the Council's ad hoc committee
concluded that the Selective Service System "adversely affects
both the individual student in his
undergraduate education and . . .
the ability of the College itself
to provide a positive academic experience/' and that "it is only
when considered in the context
of the Selective Service System that
interferes with and detracts from
the educational process that ROTC
assumes significance."
The report of the committee
suggested that the College has
four alternatives in deciding the
future of the AFROTC program:
continuation in present form, renegotiation of the contract to insure more College control,
conversion
of the program
to extracurricular status, or termination of the entire program.
The day after the College Council voted to seek termination of the
ROTC contract when it expires
next year, the entire college community had its chance to vote on
the four alternatives suggested by
the TCC.
.
. • - . : .
Before the poll, Council member
James H. Graves,'71,.accurately •
predicted the fate of the balloting
when he suggested that the vote
would yield "results which are

simply a mass of figures."
The poll asked respondents to
"list in order of preference only
those of the four options which you
find acceptable."
None of thefour choices received
a majority of "most preferable"
votes, but a majority of those who
answered the poll indicated that
they wished either conversion of
the program to extracurricular

Class of
Sends a Low
35% toFrats
College fraternities have gained
148 new members, including .128
sophomores, 15, juniors, and 5 coed transfers.
The 128 sophomores represent
about 35% of the class of 1972.
Approximately 50% of the class of
1971 are fraternity members, as
are 58% of the class of 1970,
The social evaluation conducted
by the Senate in May, 1967 showed
74.3% of the seniors (class of'67),
79.6% of the juniors, and 68.8% of
the sophomores to be fraternity
members.
.,
Fraternity members disagreed
on their interpretations of this
trend. Ken Johnson, a member of
Alpha Chi Rho, said he believed
there was a "movement awayfrom
fraternities"occurring on the campus. A member of Delta Phi, who
asked to remain nameless, stated
that he "wholeheartedly" believes
"fraternities Will come back
stronger than ever." Changez Sultan, a sophomore and a pledge at
Alpha. Chi Rho noted that many
members of his class think that
"fraternities need vast change."
Theta XI has broken tradition
in a strong way by admitting five
females into membership. Rush
(Continued on Page 7)
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Boston: Another American Art Crisis
by William .1. O'Reilly, Jr.

For a city which stands straight
and tall among America's most
artistically faithful, Boston has
certainly failed miserably In convincing her own artists of her
record. More specifically I speak
of Boston's blatant shortchanging'
of those persons among tier
citizens who hope to make their
worldly claim In the field of performance. For a city •which has
at Its disposal, near endless monetary resources for the building of
a structurally "New Boston", she
has tried her torrid best to
squelch the initiative ancldreams of
a good many "New Bostonians."
By token of her academic Institutions, her excellent private
schools and universities, Boston
may well be considered to possess
the highest per capita genius of all
American cities. Her artistic
youth, moreover stand prepared to
bring national acclaim to Boston,
as truly worthy of her title of
"America's Cultural Stronghold."
All that seems necessary to bring

them upon their potential success demolish Its next most feasible
is the passionate applause of an location, the Music Hall. The range
excited audience. But where is the of once - vaudeville - houses,
audience to sit? I ask, where? now movie theatres along WashingThe Boston Ballet Company ton Street seem soon destined to
made its Introductory GRAND follow in the near future.
Nor is the plight of the Boston
JETE onto the public scene some
lialf-decade ago, with a welcomed Ballet Company characteristic
boost from the Ford Foundation. only of that artistic expression, for
The allotment, sizeable enough to each of Boston's publicly sponput the Boston dancers through sored arts Institutions, Including
three series performances in most the Museum of Fine Arts and
professional style, freed the com- the well-rooted Boston Symphony,
pany from the depressive amat- seem labeled for inevitable diseurism of civic entitlement. Ford aster, due to insufficient public
likewise assisted the Boston com- support.
pany through subsequent series
Where are the days, I ask, when
performances of great success, a man could buy a good five-cent
creating the Illusion of sincerity cigar, or see a ballgame for fifty
in the hearts of Boston patrons. cents; when a person could sit
Though rich in talented person- comfortably back in knowledge of
nel and direction, the Boston Com - Boston's cultural commitment and
pany seeks now a resident theatre, her public's unfailing patronage
and most importantly a faithful of worthwhile artistic organizapublic. Already, in its short life- tions. Such Is life, 1 suppose, in
time, the company lias found itself all her just, blind, and faithful adthrust from one stage, namely that herence to the inevitability of fate.
of. the Back Bay Theatre, for the After all, we must park our autos
dubious necessity of a parking lot. somewhere,
mustn't we, when
Plans are now in the works to we're off to the theatre?
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We know some big, strong men who turn into stubborn
little boys at the mere mention of a checkup. They can't seem
to understand the importance of spending a short time with
a doctor, just to find out they're as healthy as they thought
they were in the first place.
Their time is too precious to waste.
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If you stopped going for checkups when you stopped gettinjg lollipops for your trouble, we think you're old enough to
learn the truth.
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What you may consider a bother is one of your best defenses against cancer Checkups help your doctor keep tabs on
you. So Aanything; looks even the least little bit unusual to
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Are ypu going to go life fi big boy, or: dp we have to call
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Fall Advice: Movies
by Sun Yat-Sen

For freshmen, this may come as could say that, but it wouldn't lie
a shock. For upperclassmen, this true, for there arc plenty of
•will serve as a re-acquaintance •weirdoes who patronlwj the Art.
with old memories. For non- Watch out for them, v/hlcli brine,.*!
students, this will be too scanda- mo (finally, I hoar you say.) to the
lous to read, so don't! But to the point of this article; a dw.rijttifm
*
uninitiated, this will be as impor- of the Art Cinema.
First, for the liulf-doy.cm or ;>n
tant as the college catalogue,
who have never been to an Art
maybe more so.
Because there is, in beautiful Cinema, you should know what .soil
uptown Hartford (at 255 Franklin of movies they .show. A>, I'll loll
Ave.), a showcase of elnemato- you: skin flicks, that t.s, imivU:>;
grapliic excellence, that emporium depicting certain features of llm
of great flicks, the Hartford Art human anatomy, and also certain
Cinema. Yes, Hartford does have actions that do not ordinarily find
an Art Cinema, and, even more themselves being depleted on the
surprising, it is only the prover- great silver screen.
Therefore, the first criterion
bial stoned throw from old Trin.
In fact, one could go so far as for the judgment of any fcittin? at
to say that without the undying sup- the Art is the amount of skin.
port of we students, there would be This Is also the primary criterion.
no Art Cinema in Hartford. One In fact, the amount of .skin is tlm
redeeming' quality which makes up
for the lack of plot, t«jo«l acting,
direction, and even scenery.
The second criterion for judging one of those films Is the unintentional humor derived from
Tryouts for the Theater Arts the utter rottenness of the movie.
Fall Major Production, Bertolt In other words, those movies aro
Brecht's CAUCASIAN
CHALK so bad that they become, In a
CIRCLE, to be directed by Mr. perverse sort of way, i;ood, The
Eliet, will be held on. Monday only other thing you can say about
and Tuesday, September 22nd and these movies Is whether or not
23rd, from 7-10 pm in the Good- they are in color; color belnft
win Theater at the Austin Art preferable to black and white,
Center.
In addition, I can only offer
The play is in two parts, the some hints to prospective Art
first of which concentrates on a Cinema watchers. One, never go
parochial war in which the prince alone. There Is safety, as well as
deposes the governor and scatters strength in numbers. Two, never
his family. A woman named Gru- sit next to someone whom you
sha saves the governor's child, do not know, WELL. The third
avoids the Ironshlrts, and marries concerns a ritual at the Art. They
a dying man for protection, only always show a double feature, one
to discover him far Irom dead. of which is the movie with the
When her fiance returns from the skin; the other of which varies
war and sees the child, he mis- from poor to gross, and, in genunderstands, and Grusha feels ab- eral, S\as no, or little skin. The
abandoned.
At this point both first feature is usually shown at
she and the child are captured. 7 and 10 o'clock nights, the other
The second part of the play dis- at 8:30. Try to go to the 8:30
covers a ludicrous clerk named
Azdak who promotes himself to
(Continued on Page 7)
judge during the civil war. He
is a scoundrel who receives bri~
FLICKER FILMS
bes in the open. It is he who
must decide whether Grusha or
the real mother shall receive the
The first meeting of Flicker
child. The judgment is based on
a Chinese parable similar to the Films w i l l be held on
Wednesday, September 17, at
Solomon story. The CAUCASIAN
CHALK CIRCLE Is one of Brecht's
4:30 p.m. in the Green Room
greatest plays, ranking with MOof Austin Arts. Flicker Films
THER COURAGE and GALILEO,
is a n e w l y - f o u n d e d
and like these plays it is more
g r o u p - c o - o p e r a t i v e of
dramatic and less propagandistie
s t u d e n t s involved with
than some of Brechfs other
works.
film making on Campus. Cur-

Theater Tryouts
Held Next Week

rv

h

The AMERICAN BLUES EXCHANGE as it played for this past
Sunday's service in the Chapel Garden. ABE will record an album this
week of songs prepared during the summer with sometime producer
Danni Reilert. They are, from left, Peter Hartman, Dale Reed, Dan
Mixter, Roy Dudley and Roger Briggs.

with a clicckup. And others with a check.American Cancer Society

Copies of the script will be available for reading at the Art Center Secretary Office starting Friday. Nothing need be prepared
in advance, although Mr. Elietwlll
ne happy to hear any prepared material from this play or any other.
Tryouts will involve readings from
the script and exercises in movement. There are parts for 25
people, ami everyone, regardless
of experience, is invited to tryout. The play is scheduled for
production on November 7,8,9 and
10.

rent and proposed s t u d e n t
productions will be discussed
as well as plans for a New
American
Cinema
("underground") film series.
Anyone with an interest in
any phase of the cinema is
needed and gladly welcomed.
If unable to come, please
send your name and box
number to Ted Kroll, Box
583.
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On the Spirit and System of Governance
by Theodore Lockwood

jEd. Note: This is a copy of the
Convocation address delivered by
the President yesterday.)
On this occasion marking
the opening of the 147th academic
year at Trinity College, I wish to
welcome you and to share with
you some thoughts on the spirit
and system of college governance.
For some the issue is simply the
construction of another DEW llne-a distant early warning of trouble.
For others it has become a writing exercise to meet requirements
' s e t forth in punitive legislation
passed by many states this year
in response to the public outcry
"against campus disruptions. Fundamentally the issue is whether or
not we shall achieve a sense of
community on the American cam-

the very important matter of fiscal viability. Inevitably these
changes have evoked questions and
reservations, and I am quite willing
to admit that not every decision
that has been made has been arrived at ideally or is necessarily correct, but on balance substantial progress has occurred. Thus it becomes particularly
important that we find the most
effective manner in which to handle
future questions.
To make sound decisions and to
achieve its academic purposes, the
College must enjoy a large
measure of autonomy. The College
must also enjoy firm and broadly
based support and approval from
both its alumni and the public.
And those who participate in the
governing of the institution must be
able to assure the community that

"Unless we have a selfgoverning system resting on genuine trust,
we shall not preserve
our freedom from
outside control.
99

*pus. The old routines will no longer, if they ever did, maintain the
i integrity of a college. But if we
* are to strengthen the fabric, we
must decide what we want.
^ We must decide whether we
really want- a community or
whether we want a loose confederation in which each constitutency
can do what it wants whenever it
so wishes. Admittedly the term
"community" is overworked, but I
know of no other word which conveys the meaning of an institution in which decisions are made
by processes that are both apparent and accessible. Moreover,
unless we have a self-governing
system resting on genuine trust and
credibility, we shall not preserve
our freedom from outside control.
Let me return for a moment to
this past year. 1968-1969 was a
momentous year. We adopted a new
curriculum; we decided to become
a coeducational college; we began
the redesign of this scholarly community as the necessary step in
maintaining a high quality of education and life for Trinity College.
We began a systematic review of
"our long-range plans, including

it will continue as a college dedicated to the advancement of learning in an environment which guarantees a full measure of individual freedom and which calls for
a high degree of individual responsibility.
Historically, governance in the
American private college has
been a striking compound of myth
and consensus. Until World War II
most colleges were small. For example, the average institution in
1880 had 14 faculty members and
143 students, and even in 1940
the average was 85 faculty and 875
students. The smallness made
possible the transmission of a
heritage and it bred a myth that
a college was a simple institution
with a clearly understood mission.
Only infrequently did
current
'national issues intrude upon the.
activity of the campus.
No longer can we speak so securely. Conditions have changed,
an understatement which is pardonable only if we realize that
America as a nation is experiencing a new challenge to the ideals
of its national government. Our
federal government has, as George

Kennan recently observed, depend- academic policy; trustees and aded upon an assimilative process ministrators should raise money
which may no longer be either true and provide good housekeeping.
or possible. As we have grown and Most of us will agree that such
as immigrants have sought a home a division is impractical and abhere, we have assumed that they surd. The attempt in the Trinity
could grasp our principles of self- College Statutes to delineate
government and absorb our heri- authority among the trustees, adtage, build great cities, and fill ministration and faculty provides
in the plains from sea to shining ample illustration of this difsea without our making any spec- ficulty. Reformers face the same
ial effort to assure rational change. descriptive dilemma when they
No one challenges the validity of want guarantees that a decision by
our inspiration; but, as we con- some one body on campus will
front a formidable array of nation- never be overridden. Practical exal problems, we may become less perience has shown THAT proconfident about our ability to vision to be unworkable when asolve those problems. I hope this greement on an issue becomes
will not be so. But the American temporarily impossible. At that
campus will not be immune to that point a multi-headed structure
doubt. Therefore, many of us feel either succumbs or it seeks some
that, because the institutions of process of adjudication. For these
higher education
do prepare reasons, there must be some centomorrow's leaders, the fate of our
democracy rests upon the positive
vision which younger people
achieve during their collegiate
years'. Students believe this;1 so
does the public. But there is little
agreement as to how those who
teach and administer, those who
learn, and those who support should
conduct the affairs, of the very
institutions which, all concur, are
so vital to our welfare. Full agreement is impossible;' but greater
understanding and less distrust are
not.
After fourteen months of work
and observation I recognize that
Trinity
has made but small
pregress toward such a goal even
though it has moved forward on
several other fronts. Last fall's
attempt to restructure our judicial system, for example, was
especially disappointing. All of
us have been naive—and I include
myself--in not recognizing that it
will require greater leadership if
our various constituencies are to
draw together to meet our common
need. The goodwill exists; our job
is to build upon that confidence.
Students and faculty want and
need as much freedom as
possible in the pursuit of learning
and life; administrators want to
serve the college efficiently and
effectively; and we all must be concerned with "the organization and
regulation necessary to permit the
community to prosper and the in-,
stitution to pursue its several main
objectives, in the public interest,..." (President Goheen'.of
Princeton). No wonder so many of
us feel caught in the middle, unable to satisfy any single group!
Even when we recognize that governance is not simply a formal
structure through which decisions
are made and implemented but.
rather a blend of informal operations and political decisions, we
cannot afford to obscure arrangements in the hope that decisions
will somehow evolve and dissension will eventually dissipate. In
this regard, I recognize that a
sense of distance from an institution's formal center of authority
often determines a a college's
morale, and I intend to do all
I can to reduce the gap.
',
Basically colleges have not been
so organized that they can solve
probelms with dispatch. The
committee
system has great
merits as a study mechanism,
especially if it is broadly representative; but it seldom works as
an executive body. Parallel structures like a student senate, a faculty
conference, and an administrative
cabinet succeed when the concerns
are clearly separable or the aim is
to elicit preliminary recommendations. The parallel structure does
not work, however, if we are un- .
prepared to join committees for
negotiations over differences prior
to a final decision. The parallel
structure also suffers, it seems to
me, from another misconception.
We are all prone to speak as if
we could easily divide up responsibility on a campus: students
should, under such a formula, have
control over parietals, activities,
etc; faculty should determine

parietals--and formally declared
them in effect. Third, many people
have wondered whether, and to
what degree, the members of TCC
truly represent their constituencies. No system of governance
can long survive such reservations about the responsiveness of
its deliberations.
Most of our problems are internal; that is, they do not derive from actions taken by either
state or federal government. Our
Charter is a protection against
irresponsible
intervention although it is no absolute guarantee
of institutional autonomy—as bills
on campus disruption illustrate.
Most students and faculty, most
of the time, are preoccupied by
problems other than community
governance. Trustees have neither
the time nor the disposition to be-

"There is not a set time*
table, hut I hope we can
arrive at a model this
fall...! invite all of you
to join in the
undertaking.
99

tralization and there must be an
authentic arena in which decision-making occurs.
•':
Our experience at Trinity provides some suggestions. First, the
Trinity College (jouncil has successfully wrestled with difficult
issues and its recommendations
deserve our support. Its experience can be a valuable illustration as we ponder how best to
proceed from here. Three aspects
of the TCC trouble me, however.
I. am not sure that we can draw
a clear enough line between the
non-academic issues with which it
has dealt and broad academic
problems which so often affect
the quality of life on campus. My
second worry derives from the
Council's advisory role. That role
implies that other bodies make the
actual decisions. In part that assumption is CORRECT in that
others must respond to its proposals before they may become effective—a quite normal governmental procedure. In part that assumption has been incorrect in that
the office of the president has
approved most recommendations
--for example, the new policy on

come involved intimately with the
daily process of decision-making.
Administrators often find themselves, therefore, willy-nilly in a
political role. As1 the executive for
the College,':the president must
make decisions and implement
policy. This analysis raises the
question: in what manner may we
have wider participation in decision-making at Trinity—not just in
times of crisis on major issues
--but as a continuous effort? Unhappily none of us relishes putting in endless hours in hammering out decisions. Somehow we
must break this barrier,,; for it
makes no sense • either to deal
arbitrarily with important matters
by flat or demonstration, or to
abridge our procedures in such a
way that makes a mockery of
democracy.
To be blunt, whenever a problem
arises, students, faculty and others
rightly wish to know who decides.
what course we shall follow, 1
too am concerned, for I. want to
know to whom I may turn for
assistance in working out the ap(Conthmed on Pace d)
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The ROTC Story
Trinity's handling of the ROTC question reads like an episode From
some improbable novel:
First an ad hoc committee of the Trinity College Council came up
with a four-option poll cleverly calculated to yield no results. The
Council members themselves took the poll, ami found it indecisive.
Apparently satisfied with its poisitlessness, they agreed to spring it on
the College the following week.
The Council met once more the day before the polling. This time
members were asked lo choose one of two alternatives-renegotiation or
termination. The vote was 7 to 5 in favor of the latter. At the same
meeting, the Council was told that one of the poll's four
alternatives--ROTC as an extra-curricular acitivity-was unacceptable to
the Air Force. But because the Council was looking for "a range of
attitudes," the poll was not rewritten.
(Meanwhile, back at McCook Auditorium, the faculty had voted for
renegotiation.)
When copies of the poll were distributed, many students were
confounded by its clumsy wording. And even more confounding was
the arithmetic hand-waving used to evaluate the results. Students were
.shown to be in favor of renegotiation somehow.
President Lockwood waited until summer before announcing that
the College would renegotiate the contract.- Although his decision ran
counter to the Council's own, the President did not issue a statement of
non-concurrence. (When lie formed the Council last fall, the President
pledged to issue such statements if he and the Council ever disagreed.)
There are two things that must be done to clear up this intrigue:
President Lockwood must issue a formal statement of non-concurrence
with the TCC, and the TCC must work to develop and execute a new,
simple and sensible poll,
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Death on Vernon Street?
by Charles Yeager

Rush is over; the sophomores live up to theirs. When these perhave endured the rites of the fall. sonal standards and expectations
The last of the champagne has were not met, people simply did
flowed for the time being, and the not join, the result being that more
reports are slowly beginning to sophomores than usual are having
filter in from the battlefield.
to endure Saga food for one more
Mather Hall is seriously over- year . . . .
crowded at mealtimes. PrelimiThere is the smell of death on
nary estimates show that this Vernon Street. It is sad tliat more
year's pledge class is the small- people do not realize how urgent
est in recent years. The outstand- tills crisis is, for there IS a need
ing impression left In my mind now for fraternities here at Trinity.
in that the class of 1972 did not The Admissions Office is admitenter rush week with the intention ting a different type of student than
of living up to the expectations and was the rule in the past -- people
standards of various fraternities; that don't necessarily care if you
rather they moved through rush went to St. Paul's or Deerfield,
looking for houses -- yes, perhaps or even Bolton High School in
even FRATERNITIES — that could Alexandria, La. Co-education has

On Target

by Alan Marchisotio
Among the College's many
eccentricities, one stands out
above the rest and that is Us
unique passion for constructing
rather elaborate buildings and then
gleefully watching them fall Into
a desperate state of disrepair.
Originally, the administration
simply refused to recognize a
building's existence until it was
at least 75 years old and Ivy covered. Thus, by the time a building
was old enough to merit attention,
its horrendously neglected state
could be explained away by simply
stating, "This building is so old,
It's not worth sinking any money
Into it." And so It continued for
147 years. Year after year, college
officials would intone, in a solemn
and awestruck manner, the long
history which was Trinity's and
point to their sagging buildings as
physical justification for their
pride. It Is obvious, however, that
they never ventured Inside those
buildings. Our new administration,
intent as it is on projecting the
image of Roy Wonder, has of course
developed a new approach to the
building problem, They refuse to
admit that the College is more than
five years old. Dean Fuller gazes
out over the quad and sees nothing
but spanking new slab concrete
and glass. Their College lias no
history, no tradition, no charm, no
quality, and no old buildings.
Rather, it is new, antiseptic, and
as their thinking amply demonstrates, quite sterile. And all the
while these fantasies persist, the
buildings continue to decay aided
by the forces of nature, uninterrupted by any human concern.
The pleasures of descending into
a Jarvis bathroom can simply not
be experienced vicariously. One
must personally use the facilities
in order to receive the full emotional Impact. As he walks through
the door into the shower room, he
will find a list of thirty-seven
diseases, five of them fatal, posted
on the wall. This allows the individual a wide range of choices as
to which one he would like to contract. In addition, for those who
don't like the drama of waiting to
see what they come down with, a
special
Disease-of-the-Month
Club has been established. The
Jarvis resident can now choose
between one recommended disease
and an alternate and be assured of
affliction for one full month. This
month's choice, amoebic dysentery, was a big favorite although
the alternate, leprosy, produced a
disappointingly small response.
Running water is also a problem
for the simple reason that it is
seldom available. The present
schedule, which las been greatly
expanded, now provides for hot
water on Wednesdays and cold
water on Fridays. Wednesdays
have become especially popular
due to their entertainment value.
The scalding water which flows
from a hole hacked in the con-

tarnished the attraction of the wild
frat Friday roadie to Bennett or
Skldmore. The new curricula are
eliminating many tensions, as
many people are realizing that
Trinity is a nice place to go to college too, In addition to being
adequate to reside at between
weekends. The assets and advantages for some in the past are fast
becoming Irrelevant to most . . . .
The crucial questions have to be
asked, and answered, and NOW.
How are the selection procedures,
which shape the consciousness of
the house, to be equitably corrected? Will, more importantly,
CAN fraternities discriminate
against Trinity Students on the
basis of their sex? Is there a need
for fraternities any more?
There is a need for fraternities,
for they can provide, If structured
correctly, a community experience
which can enrich and fulfill a person's stay at Trinity. Obviously
there is an advantage to eatlnt; with
the samo people every day, and to
crete cannot possibly be used by sharing both social opportunities
humans lest they incur third degree and social responsibilities In somes
burns. It does, however, perform sense of a common life . . . . In
the unique function of activating Urn short, fraternities can provide
black organic matter which forms community, and God knows wo need
a sort of natural wall to wall car- that. How then have they failed, and
peting in the shower area. Under why?
the tropical climate provided by
It is my belief that this failWednesday's water, It grows and ure lies In the value — Jmli'inont
pulsates. It has even been known to process involved inllio"selection"
moan on occasion giving rise to of the brotherhood (ami it IK Just
theories that it might actually be that). Upon what criteria can one
the remains of Trinity students judge whether that poor unsuspectfrom days past who succumbed to ing freshman will be "good" forth©
the environment.
house? How does one judi;o whether
These, of course, are just a few someone is "good"? As it stands
of the delights which are open to now, each house .socks those freshJarvis residents. Other more mun- men whoso personality and oriendane activities Include dodging tation is most consistent with the
falling plaster while shaving (par- consciousness of that particular
ticularly exciting if the blade hap- frat. It lias been said that the door
pens to be at your neck), trying to at Psl U opens automatically for
look into a mirror which lias fallen anyone wearing red pants. Those
off the wall and shattered Into a who might have mucli to contribute
thousand pieces, and the staging to the life of a house and
of contests to see who can pull desperately wish to be admitted
the largest piece of flaking paint to the brotherhood, but who mli;ht
off the wall.
not have the necessary credentials
And what of the future? Any to meet the house's favor--.simply
self-respecting health depart- have their feelings steppmi cm"
ment would have closed down the Others become coerced, by tltuir
building long ago. Humor has It, own choice, Into patterns of behowever, that the Hartford Health havior that negate by their very
Commissioner, like most persons nature a chance to gain a selfof Inconsequence in this city, is a authenticating sort of freedom
Trinity graduate. Buildings and
freedom as a human being, rather
Grounds cannot, of course, be of than as a plastic image amoiiK
any help since it has been on strike other shadows . . . .
for the past eleven years and a
What is needed is a selection
settlement does not appear Immi- procedure
that embraces a belief
nent. And so Jarvis will continue that
every human being, regardless
its decline, a true symbol of the of his
political, religious, or soCollege — a wealth of possibilities unrealized.
(Continued on
5)

LETTERS To The Editor
sky transcendence -- so rare to
day!
Tripod! Come to! Flush your
inside commode! The LITTLE'
Dear Sir.
NELL Saga will be the delight of
I hope that this is the last the times, their only resting post
time I will have to write one of wheelchair and book. If this were
these letters. However, (I always all the LITTLE NELL saga is and
read the Tripod, and I think you will be, then perhaps the perrun off funds from my general emptory treatment we have refee, so please print this letter.) ceived is excusable, but the'yrl
last week In Friday's issue there TLE NELL saga will be the root
was a distressing account of THE of evanescence and revolving wheel
LITTLE NELL PLAY In theartlcle of the very structure of our prealdisclothing the suds of the. Jester- est aspirations, civilizations
hopes and drives,
'
machine.
This has nothing to do with theaDoes the Tripod propose to be
ter. And where something does a thorn in the eye to the coming
have to do with theater, namely age? Folks will i ook b a c k ( *
THE LITTLE NELL PLAY, what the very son of folks who are
do you suppose happens? Not reading this now) and say "The
only is It afforded the most mini- folks of that time, and especially
mal space.not to mention the neigh- those enrolled at that college, not
borhood, but it was dubbed "of to mention the members of that
dubious merit"(SINE QUA NON). tabloid, were so moth-like and
Believe you me, the discourage- vapid inside as not to hail the ad
ments to an artist who is really vent of the LITTLE NELL play1
of the PRESENT DAY are weighty Indeed, they scorned it!" .Tripod'
enough, without having the public Heed the old saw, "To cut mean
mouth "of dubious merit," to any curb, avoid the nooks."
genuine opportunity of pie-in-theW. C. Flood .'-70

little nell

'"
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Our Mutual Concern:
by Jay Mandt

There are problems facing
privated education in America, and
then there are problems. It is one
thing for a school such as Trinity
to find itself facing a literal bankruptcy in the not far distant future,
but it is quite a different thing to
be the cause of this disaster, or
the witless master of policies, or
lack of policies, that are tending
to assure disaster. It Is one thing
to enter policy making power with
a need to discover the issues and
possibilities of a new post, and
quite another to continue what appears as an apprenticeship for
more than a year, while the structures of the institution under one's
care are falling into the streets.
Trinity stands at the financial
bottom of a small group of leading
American private colleges, and
this condition is with us to stay.
In off-the-record conversations
today, administration members
can be heard quoting odds on our
future as a private college. More
often than not, we are given the
short end of the odds. Matters such
as the endowment policy of the
Board of Trustees are not strictly
within my competence, but the
Board should clearly indicate to
the moreimmedlatecommunitythe
wisdom of its policies as, it lias
not done. For example, it seems
that we receive a return on investments of about 5%, which is
extremely low compared with certain investment opportunities open
to us. Even at that, the present

national rate of inflation is eating bear some responsibility for hintaway virtually this entire return. ing that some decision is imminent.
The surprises of sudden impleExpansion, The decline of quality mentations have shocked both students and faculty in recent
The Trustees have chosen co- incidents.
If there is some reason for moveducation and expansion as basic
policy, presumably not because of ing in what seem contradictory distudent and faculty opinions, but at rections so that certain constithe urging of the increasingly des- tuencies are kept pacified, the
perate financial straits of the col- makers of policy confronted with
lege. Expansion, we are sometimes such a necessity should make at
told, will not significantly dimin- least informal reports about such
ish the quality of the eucational movements to those in the comproduct at the college, but the munity capable of facing issues
proposed expansion, to be ab- without panic and reaction. Pressorbed in larger lecture courses ently everybody must guess at the
(and also, we must assume, more machinations of power, and there
such courses) does present a clear can be no result from this situaand present danger to academic tion than the fostering of rumor
quality. Education by lecture is not and misunderstanding. The community of scholars ought in prina substitute for the value of small ciple
to rest on other foundations,
group and individual study, and no but then
perhaps there are those
financial necessity will make it so. who question
the nature of this
We need to deplore the threat im- community itself.
If so, then where
plied by this policy, but more con- do we base a claim
to distinction
cretely, we must realize the from the society at large, and what
decision was made without serious justification for Trinity?
consultation with the affected constituencies, the students and the
faculty.
Decisions and commitments
Failing to communicate
Communication between the constituencies often arises as a discussion topic when administrators
complain that faculty and students
do not come to them with problems
and suggestions. This is especially
the case in matters of policy decisions, but here we must ask if
these same administrators do not

ROTC
(Continued from Page 1)
status or termination of the program. • • .
Before the poll Dean Robert
Fuller released a letter from the
commandant of the Air Force base
which supervises the College's
AFROTC detachment which ruled
out the possibility of conducting
the program on an extra-curricular basis.
Overriding the TCC recommendation, a notable exception to a
record of agreement on such decisions, President Lockwood announced in May that "the College
will renegotiate this summer its
contract with the Air Force for an
ROTC program on the campus in
1971."
The July issue of the alumni
newsletter said thedecision"came
after several polls of student and

faculty opinion" and cited as examples the TCC 7 to 5 vote in favor
or termination of the contract, the
faculty vote in favor of renegotiating the contract to insure College
control of ROTC course content,
and the inconclusive all-college
poll which offered four choices.
The newsletter concluded that
in view of these polls "there remained an atmosphere conducive to
renegotiation."
Major Robert Bokern, of the
AFROTC program, affirmed that
"we have drawn up a proposal of
course substitution of regular college courses for prespnt aerospace courses." This plan, formulated by Bokern and his associate
in the aerospace department, Ma-

If the financial status of the college is the primary cause for concern, there are certainly many
others, including those dealing with
our various mental states. Members of the administration have
stressed repeatedly the need for
hard decisions and solid commitments. They have accusedthe students at large of lacking such
character, a judgment that such
incidents as the near abandonment of the Black scholarship
Fund last year serve to illustrate.
The apparent inability of either
students or faculty to organize
themselves for dealing with the
administration successfully also
validates such a critique. Yet a
further critique might be leveled
at the hard decision makers themselves. If narrow issues of policy
receive vigorous and committed
attention, the long-range planning
for this institution demonstrates
precisely the opposite. A longrange planning committee last year
produced a notably lackluster report that was quickly, quietly and
efficiently buried.In issues ranging
from our ultimate relation and responsibility to society at large
down to the more concrete issues
of whom we shall educate, and how
their educations shall be provided
for, there is in essence no policy
but the fiat of secondary figures.
The administration at large has
failed to interest itself in such

(Cop.linued on Page 7)
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policy matters, and this attitude
has been long apparent.
Our mutual concern
In general there seems to be a
mass of chaos defining the heart
of Trinity policy, ambitious plans
to increase faculty salaries, plans
for black education, coeducation,
expansion, anda new curriculum —
all these are in some sense the
college policy and the community's
commitments, but they are not the
decisions of all, nor understood
by all. If it is true that President
Lockwood knows that he is doing,
and where we all are going, why
is it impossible to make this clear
outside the president'sown circle?
Why can no one else see the obvious? As one administration member stated, Trinity is beset with a
"lack of goals and direction" and
there seem only two places to
look for the source of this, the
Trustees who exercise ultimate
responsibility, and the President,
their deputy. If this is a true

judgment, it is time that certain
persons ask the help of the rest
of us.
We should ask ourselves if
priorities are not being misconstrued when the intercommunications of the constituent bodies of
the community remains a nonissue and a severe problem. In
truth it seems to me, there is no
higher final concern for this community than its own unity and selfunderstanding. This is inherent in
the name "community."Ifthe community at Trinity is in fact only
a conglomerate of isolated units,
then there is no purpose to being
together at this place. Our priority should become ourselves, most
especially our decision makingand
self-government, If those who must
meet commitments are not to make
them, and if our house is built by
others than will live in it, then
the commitments and ""the house
represent not hard decisions based
on reality, but the spurious myths
of the isolated imagination, and no
proper concern of ours.

Vernon Street
(Continued from Page 4)
cial values, has worth and deserves to be treated with dignity.
If someone is to be excluded from
a BROTHERHOOD, it should be
only for the practical considerations of space at meals, etc. —
just how many the house can practically include in its membership.
The only equitable basis for this
exclusion is found in chance.
At the end of rush week, each
fraternity will publish the number
of brothers that it will have enough
space for to include in its membership. All sophomores seeking
admittance to the house will submit their names, and then x number of names shall be drawn from
the hat. These people shall be that
fraternity's pledge class. If one
of the names originally chosen
does not enter, then another shall
be chosen from the hat and that
person admitted. Under, this system, if someone is to be excluded
from membership, it will be on
the basis of CHANCE, rather than
vague value judgments about what
kind of person he is. And, chances
are, every person who submits his
name to two or more houses is
likely to have his name chosen at
one at least.
Each fraternity will still be able
to, of course, rush those people
that it is especially interested in.

This lottery system, however, will
have a tremendous impact on those
rushing procedures.
Under this system,.women will
have as equal a chance as men.
There are some serious difficulties in this proposal. For one
thing, every house on the street
depends on its national organization for financial support. It is a
certainty that this support will be
withdrawn with the adoption of such
a selection procedure. The answer
to this question only the administration can provide. If we can spend
thousands on renovating the President's office, and millions on an
athletic center, surely we can find
some money somewhere to use for
the students?
The lottery system is not ideal.
Fraternities, through highly selective rushing procedures, can pervert it into giving the same result
as the status quo. The result will
be the same if that happens., as.
what has been manifested tills fall
as a stark reality of campus life;
— perhaps even national life.
People no longer have a need ior
fraternities -- people have a need
for fraternity . . t .
Fraternity men wishing to send
obscene mail may address it to:
Box 460.
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THIS WEEK
EXHIBITS
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER—The
George F, McMurray Collection,
19th Century American Paintings
COLLEGE LIBRARY—How to
use the Library - Lobby
Edwin Arlington Robinson -Trurnbull Room

4:30 p.m., Band Rehearsal,
A.A.C.
4:00-6:00 p.m., President's Reception for Faculty, President's
House
9:00 p.m., Young Republicans
Organizational Meeting, Alumni
Lounge
10:30 p.m., The Eucharist,
Chapel

CALENDAR
TUESDAY, September 10
0:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ivy Photos, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
Senate Rm., Mather Hall
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ivy Photos,
4:00 p.m., Crown Investment Senate Room
League, Alumni Lounge
7:15 p.m., Hillel Sabbath Ser4:00, Concert Choir Rehearsal, vice, Senate Rm., M.H.
Garmany Hall, A.A.C.
7:00 p.m., Instrumental Rehear- SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
sal, Garmany Hall, A.A.C.
*(l:00-3:00 p.m. Photos - Trin10:30 p.m., Compline, Chapel idads, Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.)
8:00 p.m., T.C. Film Society,
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
Krieble Auditorium, "The Rules
9:00 a,m.-5:00 p.m., Ivy Photos of The Game"
Senate Rm., Mather Hall
12:00 Noon, The Eucharist, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Chapel
10:30 a.m., The Eucharist,
Noon-2:00 p.m., RECORD SALE Chapel
T V Lounge, Mather Hall
1:15 p.m., Newman Apostolate
3:30 p.m., President Lock- Mass, Alumni Lounge, M. H.
wood's Informal Coffee Hour for
8:00 p.m., T.C. Film Society,
Students, Wean Lounge
Krieble Auditorium, "Walt Until
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Re- Dark"
hearsal, Garmany Hall, A.A.C.
8tlG p.m., Blo-EngineerlngSer- MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
ios, McCook Auditorium, Dr.
4:00-5:00 p.m., English DepartRobert Cor ell, Hartford Hospital ment, Informal Coffee Hour, Wean
"Problems In Neuro-Physlology Lounge
for Engineers and Psychologists"
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Re10:00 p.m., Student Government, hearsal, Garmany Hall
7:00 - 10:00 p.m., Tryouts for
Wean Lounge
Fall Production, Goodwin Theatre,
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
A.A.C.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Ivy Photos,
Senate Room, Mather Hall
4:00 p.m.and 7:00 p.m., Concert
Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall,
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Hartl-Trinily Exchange Plant
'New Opportunities in Music'
by Mark Welshirner
theory, composition, and performance. Formerly, history and occasionally theory were the only
areas offered as a music major.
The degree will be a Trinity B.A.
with a major in music, as opposed
to Hartt's Bachelor of Music degree.
Professor Barber commented
that he approves of such a major
for anyone at Trinity who wishes
to have a more complete musical
experience. "We're trying to preserve at Trinity a number of
courses in music history and appreciation which will meet the interests and needs of the general
Trinity student as well as the
music major. Also, we need to
keep certain musical organizations
The newly Initiated program at Trinity and operating from our
came at a time when it would have own campus. Courses like Black
been necessary to hire more per- music, rock and roll, music for
sonnel to keep the music program theatre performances, and others,
in phase with the other expansion will find that they will receive
at a changing Trinity College. The more sympathetic encouragement
factor of a much broader curric- from the Trinity music faculty than
ulum with many students request- the Hartt faculty which is so neIng to branch into new areas of cessarily putting their efforts into
study was a major consideration the training of the professional
recognized by President Lockwood musician."
and Chancellor Woodruff. ProfesHe went on to explain that one of
sor Barber added that Hartt is the major aims of the program Is
one of the leading conservatories to encourage Trinity students to
in the country.
study music more seriously as
This new cooperation with Hartt they come in contact with the prois designed as a supplement to fessionally oriented students of
what Trinity was previously able Hartt. In turn it Is hoped tliat
to offer. Now the college will be Hartt students will achieve a more
able to offer a music major to its liberal arts orientation from Trinstudents in four areas: history, ity students. Hartt will also profit

The Trinity College Department
of Music and Hartt College of the
University of Hartford began, with
the 1969-'70 session, a new cooperative program between the two
schools. Professor Clarence Barber of the Trinity College music
department remarked that the program was initiated by President
Lockwood, who Is himself a musical enthusiast, and Chancellor
Woodruff of the University of Hartford. Inter-institutional cooperation between a small liberal arts
college like Trinity and a larger
university such as the University
of Hartford is unique for New England, according to Professor Barber.

by an increased enrollment in their
courses from Trinity students taking private lessons.
Both institutions will benefit by
an exchange of faculty. A course
in musical theory now being offered
at Trinity by Professors Franchetti and ladone of Hartt lias already been received with much
enthusiasm by the 25 Trinity students involved in the cooperative
program. In turn, Professors Barber and Gronquist of Trinity will
be offering courses in music history at Hartt.
The major problem thus far has
been the difference between the
Hartt and Trinity calendars. Professor Barber noted that he lias
received excellent cooperation
from Hartt in working out scheduling problems. As the coordinator
of the Trlnity-Hartt program, he
is assisted by Dean Warner of
Hartt College, Dean Marshall,
Professor Gronquist, who arranges private study of music for
Trinity students at Hartt, and Dean
Winslow, who lias arranged transportation to Hartt.
Professor Barber I'emarked that
he was "pleased with the enthusiasm with which Trinity students
have received new opportunities
in music. H Is hoped that music
will become ono of tins mure substantial areas of .study In the Trinity picture."
On Octoter ii, a concert will bo
held with Harttln celebration o
cooperative program.

On the Spirit and System of Governance

A.A.C.

1 ABC PIZZA HOUSEl
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford

"Call before you leave
the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon. Tliur. 11 a.m.--12 p.m.
l-'ri. and Sal. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sun. 12 a.m. 11 p.m.

CQLLEQE
BARBER SHOP
T
Trmity"s Pavortie
Since 1Q47'
1220 Broad Street
Hartford, Conn. 06106
Cor. Alien PlaceOne Block Below
Vernon St., North
Dominic A. Carling, Prop.
Phone 527-5663

THE SCIENCE CORNER

Going to the seashore is an
adventure. There's so much that's
different...in the sand...on the
rocks...in the water!
We believe a visit to the shore
would be an even bigger adventure
if one could take along u guide to
sonic of the many mysterious
things which can be found:
(; t c e u (! r a b (C a r c i n i d e s
nieunus) Often confused with the
common blue crab, the green crab
can be simply identified by the
pointed claw-like nature of the
last section of Ihc rear legs which
are very different from those of
I he blue crabs. Theirs have flat
discs.

(Continued from Page 3)
proprlate resolution. To whom do
you go to get an anwer? It Is unacceptable that the answer remain
a Churchlllian mystery wrapped in
an enigma. AH of us deserve to
know who is doing what, and to
whom we may submit a request
to change a policy or procedure.
At the same Hme It is foolish to
supplant exlsHrtg groups on matters most effectively handled by
those most likely to frame answers
that will enjoy widest support from
those most directly affected. I refer specifically to those matters
best handled by a student Senate,
by the faculty, or by an administrative office. Therefore, it may
help if we understand the role of
each body before we consider
changes In our system.
In the United States the lay
Board of Trustees has had a long
history, it has shown Itself adaptable to numerous changes In the
purposes of education since the
seventeenth century. Open to great
flexibility, the lay board has served well in fostering Institutions of
world renown. As a form of governance it has remained Indirectly responsible to the state and the
people, a position which I think
careful study would argue Is necessary so long as we believe that
the private college should have institutional autonomy. By contrast,
public universities must respond to
legislatures, Our solution lies not
in finding an alternative to the lay
board of trustees, but rather In
utilizing the concern and faith of
all members of the college community to bring the benefits we
judge appropriate. Let mebemore
explicit.
As you know, the Board of
Trustees represents the ultimate
legal authority of Trinity College
In all matters not Involving con~
stltutional rights and as such
is responsible for the Integrity
and solvency of this institution. It
is a public trust, for it Is In the
name of the Trustees that the College responds to the community
outside. They have a genuine interest, not simply because the
majority are alumni but because
they are willing to give of their
time and their resources to assure the continuation of this Institution. Aside from over-

seeing the financial affairs of the
College, Including the critically
important function of fund-raising,
for which task they merit more
applause than they receive, the
Trustees advise on the quality of
the College as expressed through
its academic programs and its
many other campus undertakings.
There are grey zones, however.
Curriculum and social regulations
are two examples. We can properly ask, I think whether today's
collegiate operation does not make
it advisable that faculty, students,
and administration be responsible
for these realms. Finally, the
Board must study Its own operation
and decide whether changes In Us
procedures would not be beneficial
to the College. It has already
begun this process with Investments and fiscal planning.
The academic future of Trinity
rests squarely on the shoulders of
the faculty. Therefore, its concern
and its mode of deliberation are
central to any discussion of governance. It has now reached a size
which makes plenary sessions rewarding but awkward. The Faculty
Conference will, I hope, develop a
simplified committee system and
an effective means for transmitting
business to the faculty and other
concerned parties. But surely we
will be inconsistent if, in asking for
clearer definitions of decisionmaking processes, we isolate the
faculty from student and administrative contributions whereappropriate, or expect it to intervene
only when, as presumably happened
at Harvardand Cornell, an impasse
has been reached.
Students also properly consider
themselves members of this community, for they are learners in
residence just as much as the faculty, even though they are younger,
less knowledgeable, and more
transient. At times many of us
might wish that their interest was
less disdainful of past practices,
but I for one have been pleased
with the help they liave given, for
the work they have done on committees, and for the suggestions
they have made. I tliink both our
national and campus politics would
improve If they became registered
voters at age eighteen. What I fear
is that we who are not students may
temporize with them rather than
build upon their concern to make a

better college. The question is how.
Numerous colleges are currently studying new models of campus government. From these and
from my own study I incline toward
a deliberative body with authority
to review any question of general
College policy — In short, matters
which affect the welfare of the
entire Institution. To arrive at
recommendations which can enjoy
the respect of the entire community, it must have representatives from all the members of tliat
community; faculty, students, administrative officers, staff, and
alumni. The College staff — secretaries and others In Trinity's employ — contribute to the community and deserve to be heard on,
and to learn of, matters before the
College. To provide the alumni a
small number of seats can help
to assure us tliat our deliberations
take adequate account of their continuing interest in the College. I
would not include any Trustees on
this body for two reasons. The
Board of Trustees best fulfills its
function If it receives from the
president recommendations which
have had full review by all campus groups, a process which becomes confused If Board members
participate In formulating the recommendations.
Second, the
Board's judgment Is preciselythat
of a body ultimately responsible
for the well-being of the College
seen in its broadest, not Immediate, perspective; and the Board
may exercise tliat judgment effectively only if it withstands pressure for constant Involvement. But
this limitation of membership In no
way precludes Trustees' serving
on other committees or study commissions, I shall not be more specific about this model, but I urge
us to consider carefully whether
such a unlcameral body Is not
preferable to a tricameral system.
It does not preclude those who have
special responsibilities, like the
faculty for certain academic matters, or the students for student
activities, from framing the specific rules or guidelines according
to which those Immediately
concerned function. What it does
assure is that there is one campus
body responsible for representing
the interest of the Trinity College
community.
Our problem is tohaveasystem
of governance that assures the

orderly consideration and periodic
review of the College'spoltcieMand
tliat respects the various, ami not
wholly over-lapping, responsibilities of trustees, faculty, KUultmtH
and administration. Our jub is to
define those responsibilities, to
design a system of dutilslanmaking (Includlni; a judiciary)
more satisfactory than our present one, and then to accept its
operation so that we not continually evoke constitutional crises.
That means some compromlso on
all slde.s. Wo must also have candor ami full information available,
for how else can we make durable*
decisions concerning .such issues
as financial aid, housing, interinstitutional cooperation, or community relations? 1 am prepared to
spend wliatever time is necessary
in working with others on governance. I have asked the faculty
for its recommendations, and I
know that the Senate is already
working on proposals. There is
no set timetable, but I hope we
can arrive at a model this fall.
Trinity College is a vigorous
institution with a uroat future IKSfore It. The effort ami imaniwiuon
which have (;on« into currfeular
renewal those past two years, the
enthusiastic support and commitment which students, faculty, administrators, and trustees luive
brought to our many concerns -all over and above their normal
interests: these have demonstrated our capacity to improve Trinity. Problems remain. Tliat has
always been the case. But precisely because we moved so forthrightly last year, I am confident
tliat we can create a spirit and
system of governance that will
serve us well and engender tho
requisite confidence and support,
support which Is necessary if we
are to preserve tills community
from unacceptable outside InterThen 1 is a nioru profound reason for our ••Miici-rii: on catripuseti

wu must reaffirm our faith in
diiinucmcy at a time wlivn democracy seems beset by issues which
tempt some to assume that heroic
dictatorship by the right or left
would Improve the situation. Good
governance rests on faith and responsibility. I trust tliat at Trinity
we mav provide an example of that
faith and responsibility. I invite all
of you to join In the undertaking.

September 16, 1969
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Fraternities Take
35% of Sophomores
(Continued from Page 1)
Chairman Andrew Lipps explained
that "we had them last year as
social members, and found it convenient, so this year they are full
members. We consider them an
asset to the house, and extend an
open invitation to all upper-class
girls. Richard Schaeffer, another
Theta Xi officer, added that "our
primary concern is to make the
fraternity a relevant place."
Listed below are the fraternities
and the men (and women) pledged:
ALPHA CHI RHO: John Braley,
Robert Ellis, John Gottsch, Edward Hammond, Phillip Nelson,
William Schaeffer, Changez Sultan, George Traver, and Walter
Young.
ALPHA DELTA PHI: Peter
Blum, Steven Chernak, Thomas
Clark, Jay Davis, Robert Fass,
William Fisher, Bradley Friedrich, Joseph Goodwin, Robert Halpern, John Heppe, Jeffrey Kupperman, James Longley, Marc Tucker, Richard Walker, and Roger
Werner.
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON: David
Barans, Christopher Berky, Jeffrey Brown, Steven Brown, Richard
Christensen, Richard Hess, Brian
Kunz; and social members Peter
Franklin, Harry Fried, Jerome
Johnson, John Klrschon, David
Lee, and Stephen Metz.
DELTA PHI: Nell Bobroff, Rory
Cameron, Henry Holljes, Dennis
Lalli, Andrew McClaine, Edward
Menees, Daniel Mixter, Michael
Seifert, and Gene Stamell,
PI KAPPA ALPHA: Mark Aidrich, David Banash, Peter Grant,
Alan Patrignani, Jeffrey Rowe,
Paul Sachner, William Speed, Richard Sviridoff, and William
Zachry.
PHI KAPPA PSI: Arthur Black,
-Raymond Goldsich, Daniel Green,
Thomas Greene, Glenn Kenney,
Stephen Larabee, Thomas Leonard, Steven Ling, William Lingard,
David Maletta, Dyke Messier, William Morrison, John Nelson, David
Nichols, David Pemmerl, William
Pomeroy, Michael Price, Daniel
Reifsnyder, Ralph Riehl, Thomas
Robinson, David Rosenthal, Stephen Sylvestro, Alan Winrow, and
Harvey Zendt.
PHI MU DELTA: Ned Gladstein,
Larry Graves, John Gwaltney, Richard Hall, Richard Jacobson, and

Bathrooms
Befuddle
Females
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Engineering
^tures

Robert Muiler.
PSI UPSILON. Douglas Lake and
Michael Nobbs.
ST. ANTHONY HALL: Burt
Adelman, John Bahrenburg, Norman Bardeen, L. Hamilton Clark,
Chester D'Autremont, Bayard
Fiechter, Michael Gilboy, James
Hall, Norman Johanson, John
Kiley, John Koehler, David Livingston, Albert Lucas, FrankMacGruer, Carlos Martinez, William
Miller, Hugh Mohr, Richard Palomar, Martin Tong, Robert Van Der
Stricht, Tim Wallach, Peter
Wheelwright, William Whetzel, and
Michael Zimmerman.
SIGMA NU: Robert Atwater, William Foster, James Frost, James
Monahan, Thomas Schaible, Michael Sooley, Byron Smith, and
John Talerico.
THETA XI: David Appel, Robert
Arceci, Ellen Bauman, Bradley
Bradford, Leslie Davis, Scott Desmond, Marion Fox, Holcombe
Grier, Bruce Harmon, Steven Hill,
Woolsey Johnson, Vaughn Keith,
James Kendrick, Thomas McKenzie, George Marks, Jessie Me Clintock, Thomas Milligan, Timothy Moran, John Novello, John
Orton, Duncan Salmon, Sumner
Smith, Kathy Spellman, JohnSpeziale, Paul Vitello, and Charles
Yeager.

Town-Gown Forum Looks
At 'Chaos of Seventies'
The Second Annual Town-Gown
The fourth lecture will be con-

Scheduled

Forum will present a series of
lectures dealing with the future
A series of five public lectures chaos of the 1970's as it relates
on the subject of "Bio-Engineer- to students. The lectures wlil be
ing" has been announced by the conducted by Dr. George Higgins
Engineering Department of Trinity and Dean Thomas Smith. They will
College.
take place on five successive TuesThe first lecture in the series days from one-thirty to three
will be given by Dr. Robert Corell, o'clock.
of the Hartford Hospital on
Dr. Higgins, Associate ProfesWednesday, Sept. 17 at 8:00 p.m.
sor of Psychology, will open the
in McCook Auditorium. His topic Forum on September 30 with a
will be "Problems in Neurophysi- discussion of the psychologyofthe
ology for Engineers and Psychol- contemporary student. In addition,
ogists."
he plans to examine such issues
The second lecture will be as sex and drugs, the over thirty
given on Wednesday, October 29,
crowd, disruption, and the new
by Dr. Ulrich Schaeppi, Vice- order in Ms next two lectures on
President of Mason Research In- October 7 and 14.
stitute. He will talk on "The Central Effects of Nicotine."
The other three lectures will
be announced at a later date.
(Continued from page 8)
According to Dr. Joseph D.
Bronzino of the Department,"Bio- late anyway." However, said
engineering is defined here to mean Shults, "The girls will help overall
the application of engineering to spirit, because there will be more
medical, physiological, and psy- to do on campus." He especially
chological research, to preventive hoped that the coeds will get boys
medicine, to medical treatment, to take them to the soccer games,
to the investigation of the envir- resulting in larger and more
onment and to some extent to the spirited crowds.
protection of man or animals
Regardless ofwho'swatchingtoagainst hostile external condi- morrow at 4:00, the freshman
tions."
soccer team will go up against
An informal question and answer the Loomis School of Windsor in
period will follow each talk.
its first scrimmage of the year.

Frosh Soccer

Fall Sports Schedule

ROTC

SEPTEMBER
Varsity Football

Williams

2:00

Away

4

Varsity Football

Bates

1:30

Away

4

Varsity Soccer

M.I.T.

2:00

Away

4

Freshman Soccer

M.I.T.

2:00

Away

Var. & Fr. Cross Country

Bates

1:45

Away

7

Var. & Fr. Cross Country

Coast Guard

4:00

HOME

8

Varsity Soccer

Union

3:30

HOME

10

Freshman Football

Union

3:00

HOME

10

Freshman Soccer

Springfield

3:30

HOME

11

Varsity Football

R.P.I.

1:30

HOME

11

Varsity Soccer

Tufts

2:00

Away

14

Varsity Soccer

Univ. of Mass.

3:30

HOME

Freshman Football

Springfield

3;00

Away

Var. & Fr, Cross Country

Southern Conn. 4:00

HOME
HOME

27
OCTOBER

4

,

V
,••

1
'

7 , • • : ; ' •••

1

7

.
'

•••

:

Varsity Football

Colby

1:30

18

Freshman Soccer

Williams

11:00

21

Var. & Fr. Cross Country

Wesleyan

4:30

HOME

24

Freshman Football

Coast Guard

3:00

/HOME:

by Pat Tuneski

25

Varsity Football

P.M.C. Colleges

1:30

HpME

"I planted bright yellow chrysanthemums in the urinals," said
Louise Riskin, '71, transfer from
Boston University, "and I plan to
water them diligently."
Clothes washers and dryers,
full-length mirrors and revision
of the bathroom facilities were
three chief requests that co-eds
have made since arriving on campus.
. Norman Graf, assistant dean of
community life, admits his office
has been confronted with some new
and unusual problems.
Graf plans to have washers and
dryers installed in South campus
soon. The full-length mirrors are
also on the way.
"But if we change tjieplumbing,"
Graf said, "these areas will have
to be established as the women's
permanent dormitories and this is
up to the girls to decide."
Until that decision is made, the
urinals will have to stay.

25

Varsity Soccer

Williams

11:00

HOME

25

Freshman Soccer

Coast Guard

11:00

HOME

Freshman Soccer

Uniy. of Mass.

2:30

Away

29

Var. & Fr. Cross Country

Union

3:00

Away .

30

Varsity Soccer

Univ. of R.I.

2:00

HOME

2:00

Away

President Lockwood
Them will be an informal
coffee hour with the President at
3:30 p.m. Wednesday afternoon.

ducted by Dean Smith, Director of
external affairs. He will deal with
the educational institution and its
role in facing the chaos. The following Tuesday there will be a
panel discussion moderated by
Chaplain Tull, which will grapple
with the topic of the student who
tells it like it is. The panel will
consist of Dr. Higgins, Dean Smith,
Miss Suzanne Wilsey '71, and Mr.
Robert Pippin '70.
After each lecture (which will
last about an hour), there will be
a half-hour question and answer
period followed by an additional
half-hour when coffee will be
served. These last thirty minutes
will enable interested members of
the audience to discuss salient issue with the lecturers.
The topic of chaos in the 1970's
was proposed by Mrs. Oliver Johnson, wife of Mr. W. F, Johnson
'35. Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. William
F. Collins, the Program Chairman,
and several other women from the
Hartford community are responsible for the handling of the Forum.
The students, faculty, administration, and staff may attend the
lectures free of charge. However,
guests of these groups, including
wives, must pay a registration fee
of ten dollars for the five lectures.
For information concerning the
Town-Gown series, contact Mrs.
Constance Ware, 79 VernonStreet.

18

29

,

:

HOME

31

Freshman Football

Wesleyan

31

Varsity Cross Country

Easterns at Boston

Away

1

Varsity Football

Coast Guard

2:00

Away

1

Varsity Soccer

Univ. of Hartforc 2:00

Away

1

Freshman Soccer

Wesleyan

11:00

Away

4

Varsity Soccer

Coast Guard

2:30

HOME

8

Varsity Football

Amherst

1:30

Away

8

Varsity Soccer

Amherst

11:00

Away

8

Freshman Football

Amherst

10:30

HOME

.10:30

HOME

NOVEMBER

8

Freshman Soccer

Amherst

8

Var. & Fr. Cross Country

Amherst & W.P.I. 11:30

Away

10

Varsity Cross Country

New Englands at Boston

Away

14

Varsity Soccer

Wesleyan

2:00

Away

15

Varsity Football

Wesleyan

1:30

HOME

(Continued from Page 5)
jor Richard Brubaker, would allow
an ROTC cadet to substitute a
semester of regular college
courses for one of the four semesters of aerospace studies which
students in the program are currently obligated to take. The courses substituted must be selected
from a list prescribed by the Air
Force, under the modified pro-;
posal. For these courses a cadet
would receive "regular ROTC
credit for one semester," according to Bokern.
However, "right now we don't
have the okay to do it," added
Bokern. The final decision clearly
rests in this matter with the Department of the Air Force, and
"they didn't put any time limit on
it (i.e. reaching a decision),'" he
said.
:
In overriding the TCC recommendation, Lockwood said, "at the
end of negotiations, we shall bring,
the issue back to the faculty and,
depending upon the nature of the
new contract, possibly to the TCC."
Dean of the College, .Robert
Fuller, said the proposed plan of.
the.Department of AerospaceStudies would next be submitted to the
curriculum committee of the College for a vote and possible modifications. A full vote of the entire
faculty would presumably be the
next step for: the proposal and
finally a decision by the Department of the Air Force on whether,
it finds the proposal, and all its
modifications, acceptable.
Major Bokern explained that-the
Air Force has similar programs
of partial substitution of regular .
courses for ROTC studies cur. rently underway at "four large
universities." He felt the Air
Force might await evaluations of
the existing modified programs
before deciding on the acceptability of the plan to be proposed for
the College.

Advice
(Continued from paise 2)

show because if you do it the
other way it winds up as an incredible down.
Other than reviews of individual
movies, this is all the help I can
give you. However, The Art
Cinema does offer a reduction to
college students vis-a-vis the
price of admission. Ask about this
the first time you go. It will he
worth your while. Tims, until the
first review, happy viewing.
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Run For Fun'

Cross Country Coach Carroll
The crimson leaves glistened in
the autumn twilight as the crosscountry team began its practice,
However, there was a different
face in the little group this workout. It was a young face but harder
than the others. But the thing that
really set him apart from the
rest was the shirt which he wore.
It was a white shirt with the
words "Run For Fun" in bold letters inscribed across the chest.
The man's name was John Carroll, and he really is different
from the ordinary cross-country
runner. You see, John Carroll is
the coach of the team. He's not
the Cross-country coach for the
money, God knows he couldn't be;
he works at Trinity. He's not the
Cross-country coach for possible
advancement either, unless you
term his aspirations to be the girls
track Coach, advancement. No,
John Carroll is the Trinity Crosscountry coach for Just one reason;
he likes it.
Coaching Cross-country is more
of a psychological post than an
athletic job. "Mental condition is
much more important than physical condition," says Carroll. "In
running a boy's toughest competitor is himself. You've got to develop desire within a runner so
that when he starts to get tired he
won't give up, but will keep driving to get ahead of the guy in front
of him."
It is John's method of mental
conditioning which sets him apart
from the rest of the coaches. Rather than frightening his boys in to
getting mentally tough (a la Vince
Lombard!) the Bantam coach becomes friends with them. He runs SMOTHERING THE QUARTERBACK-The Trinity defense in action
and talks with his harriers, and against Yale in last year's scrimmage.
in doing so instills a pride and a
love within them which makes quitting in a race twice as bad. The about us." He cares. You can see
runner who gives up then, not it written across his face, and in
only quits on himself, but on his his eyes when he talks about his
Though the efforts of the frosh
coach and teammates as well. team, he cares. These days there
Perhaps Chuck Hosking, captain aren't too many people of whom soccer team often go unnoticed,
of the cross-country team, ex- you can say the same. Yes, John no one can deny the squad's implained it best about Carroll when Carroll is a very different per- portance. Each year the group
gives Roy Dath's varsity a solid
he said, "You know, he really cares son; HE CA RES.
nucleus of sophomores with a year
of enthusiasm and experience
under their belt.
Frosh coach Robie Shults is
faced with the difficult task of
molding 33 boys from widely varying backgrounds into an effective,
solid unit. He expects the team to
be "a little stronger with more
offense" than last year's freshman
squad, which was the first freshman team under Shults in the last

Halfback Dave Kiarsis turns the corner.

Shults Readies Freshmen Booters

Defensive standout Tom "Tree" Kaufman steals the ball against his
Tufts opponent in 1968 action.

12 years to end up with a losing described him as being "quite fast
record. Shults emphasized that the and quite tricky" and a "pretty good
team's chances basically depend on player" to boot. The wings should
the caliber of its opponents, whose be strong with Jamie Whitall, from
strength changes from year to New York City, and Bruce Schafer,
year/ With matches scheduled from Ohio as starters. The coach
against Springfield, Williams, and indicated that he'll use a 4-2-4
Amherst, Shults admitted that the formation if the personnel stands
teams will be tough because there up.
are "no patsies" to play.
Shults said that the advent of coAfter directing the team through education at Trinity should have
more than one week of practice, no effect on the individual perShults indicated that three boys in formances of his players, since
particular figure to play key roles "the boys always used to stay up
in the Bantams' attack. Tijan
"Koro" Sallah from Gambia will
(Continued on page 7)
man the center forward spot. Shults

Quarterback Jay Berhadoni rolls out behind some potent blocking.

